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In order to get your product into the hands of the consumer as efficiently as possible, you

need to evaluate and plan your product sampling program very carefully. By asking the right

questions from the beginning, you’ll be able to get the most out of your marketing spend and

achieve the ROI you’re looking for. We’ve put together a handy checklist of things to

consider when planning the sample distribution program for your brand:

Low cost per trial

Are you building a strategy that will ensure you’re getting the most out of your investment?

What will your sampling campaign cost you per trial? It’s important to crunch these numbers

and develop a strategy that will fit well within your current marketing budget. Digital product

sampling programs are incredibly customizable, so there’s always an option out there that

will work for your brand.

Low waste

Traditional sampling methods, like direct mail and experiential marketing, can generate a

substantial amount of waste due to their lack of targeting capabilities. If you’re going to be

moving forward with a more integrated, digital option, you minimize the percentage of

consumers who might not be interested in trying your product. Make sure you set your target

audience realistically and work on reaching them with your sampling partner.

Includes consumer opt-in

You’ve gotten your product into the hands of your consumer, now what? Continuing the

conversation with customers past trial is imperative. Ensure that your sampling strategy

encourages consumers to opt-in and share their contact information. Integrating the sampling

program with your CRM will help you share future marketing efforts with a lot more engaged

audience.

Ability to track usage

When you’re investing valuable time and money into a product sampling campaign, getting

the most out of the experience is key. Although they can be effective at getting product into

the hands of consumers, traditional methods don’t have the capabilities to give your brand

campaign status updates. Want to track product usage and redemption in real-time

throughout the entire campaign? Social sampling methods allow brands to view who exactly

is redeeming a sample or coupon, allowing your brand to gather valuable insights on their

current and potential consumers.

Ability to track ROI

Traditional sampling strategies make it quite difficult to measure the return on investment of

your sampling efforts, sometimes nearly impossible. Opt for a strategy that will allow you to

track the entire sampling process from start to finish, giving you specific metrics on the

consumer touch points that are proving to be the most effective.
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Creates remarketing opportunities

In today’s digital world, brands can’t just have one online presence, they need to be

omnipresent and engaged at all times. Consumers need to note your existence on all

platforms. Make sure you’re reaching them at different touch points from organic strategies

to online ads, and in turn increasing the chances of potential purchases.

Increases social engagement

Gone are the days of ROI measurements being contained strictly to dollars or the number of

followers earned. The level of engagement of your fans on social media is another important

merit deriving from a product sampling campaign. It is the perfect reflection of consumer

loyalty and organic content promotion. Leave room within your product sampling strategy to

focus on leveraging your brand’s social media platforms. You’ll be paving the way for

campaign sharing and peer recommendation.

Encourages peer recommendation

We all know that when it comes to purchasing decisions, peer recommendation on social

media is an incredibly powerful tool for brands. According to Sprout Social, 71% of shoppers

make buying decisions based on social media. Create a campaign that encourages fans to

become brand ambassadors for your product, so that they’re more inclined to spread the

word about their positive experience with your brand.

Follows data privacy rules

Everywhere you look, consumers are demanding more for privacy and security when it

comes to their data—and for good reason. Consumers deserve to know that their data is in

safe hands, so adhering to data privacy regulations is key to earning your customers’ trust.

Consumers are expecting you to handle their data with care as it’s their most valuable asset,

so when planning your product sampling program make sure to choose a provider that can

ensure they are in accordance with guidelines and legislation and proactively manage

privacy risks.

And there you have it! Your complete product sampling checklist. This handy resource will

not only help you get started, but also stay on track throughout your program.

Want to learn more about digital product sampling?

Speak to a sampling expert

Contact us: sales@sampler.io

https://go.sampler.io/demo-request
https://www.searchenginewatch.com/2020/11/20/how-social-media-influence-71-consumer-buying-decisions/
https://go.sampler.io/demo-request

